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Description 
In an attempt to win my colleagues over to the Robot Structural Analysis software as a 
company standard, I ran into what seemed like an insurmountable wall: Robot Structural 
Analysis software doesn't generate 3D ASCE 7 wind loads! This class will walk you through 
the process I developed to utilize the amazing Dynamo program to grab element geometry, 
ask a few questions, and create ASCE 7-10 wind load combinations in Robot Structural 
Analysis software in an attempt to convince my bosses that Robot Structural Analysis 
software (React Structures platform) and Dynamo are the way of the future. This session 
features Robot Structural Analysis, Dynamo Studio, and Revit. 
Your AU Expert(s) 
Brandon Schafer recently took a break from pursuing his PhD in structural engineering to experience 
the industry. He has quickly become the tech guy at the small firm where he works, which mainly 
designs unique structures in and around the Oklahoma City area. He has led the initiative to adopt 
Robot Structural Analysis software as the company’s standard design software. He’s won many 
people over to Robot Structural Analysis software, but the fact that there is no American Society of 
Civil Engineers (ASCE) 7-based wind generator has been the largest hurdle he’s had to overcome. 
So, he took it into his own hands to create the wind-load generator based off of ASCE 7-10 using the 
Dynamo extension and applying the loads to the structure. This has been a unique challenge and he 
hopes to share his experience at Autodesk University 2016. 
 
 

 
 

Learning Objectives 
• Develop a Dynamo graph to aid with wind design 
• Interact between Dynamo and RSA 
• Learn how to script your own Dynamo nodes 
• Discover the endless possibilities of a collaboration between Dynamo, RSA, and 

Revit 
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Building Dynamo nodes in C# with Visual Studio.  
In order to customize dynamo to my needs I decided to write my own nodes. I don’t have any 
experience with python so python nodes were out of the question for me. I also prefer a clean 
looking node to that of a “custom node” built with out of the box nodes. Since I had some C# 
experience (Google taught) I narrowed my choices down to either zero touch nodes or 
completely custom nodes. Both options have their advantages and disadvantages. Zero touch 
nodes are great for a quick in, out little time in actual code, compile your dll and add it to 
Dynamo. A completely custom coded node is not quite as simple in that aspect, but (and what 
won me over to this option) you can create custom UI with these nodes. I specifically wanted 
some dropdown nodes that looked like out of the box Dynamo nodes and this is not possible 
with anything buy a completely custom coded node. While coding is very tedious and time 
consuming, I find that I quite enjoy the challenge of making things work. This next section will go 
in depth on how I created the nodes that you will be using in the lab, but for the sake of time we 
will not be coding these nodes during the lab as debugging my own code can take hours, I 
expect this time would be amplified greatly with an entire class. My source code is available in 
the class resources and the next section will walk you through the steps of making a node.  
 

Creating a C# Dynamo Node 
I wasn’t sure where to start so I started with Google. Fortunately, Dynamo is open source and a 
repository is kept on github so you can really get in the weeds of the code to figure out how it 
works. A few additional resources you can consider are: 
• Dynamo Forums 
• The Dynamo Primer 
• The Dynamo Wiki 
I’m sure I have found other resources during my research, but these stick out to me as amazing 
locations to get help in whatever you’re looking for related to Dynamo.  
 
After downloading the Dynamo samples source code and going at it I decided to tackle the 
dropdown menu node as follows: 
 

Creating a Dropdown Menu Node 
The first thing you will need to do is add some references to your code. Most references 
you need can be found wherever your Dynamo is located. My path is “C:\Program 
Files\Dynamo\Dynamo Core\1.2” Within this folder all the Dynamo dll’s are available for 
your reference. Right click on the “Resources” tab in the Solution Explorer and click “Add 
Reference” 

https://github.com/DynamoDS/Dynamo
https://forum.dynamobim.com/
http://dynamoprimer.com/en/
https://github.com/DynamoDS/Dynamo/wiki/How-To-Create-Your-Own-Nodes
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PHOTO 1: VISUAL STUDIO SOLUTION EXPLORER 

 
For a simple dropdown node you need to add the references: 

• CoreNodeModels.dll 
• DynamoCore.dll 
• DynamoUtilities.dll 
• ProtoCore.dll 

 
Next you will want to add using references in your code above all the code. 
 

 
PHOTO 2: VISUAL STUDIO USING STATEMENTS FOR DROPDOWN NODE 

 
Then you will work in your name space. A couple notes about the name space: 

1. The name of your Dynamo Library within Dynamo will be your namespace. 
2. To have subgroups within you main namespace add the subgroup after a “.” 

Within the namespace name. Refer Photos 3 & 4. 
 

 
PHOTO 3: VISUAL STUDIO NAMESPACE FORMAT 
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PHOTO 4: DYNAMO LIBRARY LAYOUT 

 
Finally, we can start creating the node you will see in Dynamo! With the using 
statements you have implemented you will be able to build your node in the manner 
shown in Photo 5. Create a unique name for your node, a description, and set it 
compatible with design script. There are other options available, but since this is a 
simple dropdown node I didn’t see the need to flesh it out any deeper than this.  
 

 
PHOTO 5: BASIC NODE SETUP 

 
Dynamo has a few different inheritances available to utilize depending on the references 
you have set. I would recommend digging through the Dynamo sample nodes source 
code to explore your options. Inheriting a class is essentially duplicating the class and 
only changing what you want to override. To inherit a class add a “:” and start typing the 
class name. Visual Studio’s intellisense will pick up any available classes based off your 
references. Now, inside your newly inherited class you want to call your class. The class 
DSDropDownBase needs one argument. This is the name of your output link. I labeled it 
“Exp” for the exposure category. 
 
Next you will populate your dropdown list with the values you want. This is the portion of 
DSDropDownBase that you are overriding. 
 
Clear the “Items” list and create a new list with the items you want to have in your 
dropdown. DynamoDropDownItem takes two arguments. The first is the text that will 
appear in your dropdown. The second is the index that your item will have. This sets the 
order of your items. Once you have created the new list, add this range to the “Items” list 
and return the selection state as done. 
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PHOTO 6: CREATING THE DROPDOWN ITEMS 

 
The final step for creating a custom dropdown node is building the AST output. You can 
build an AST node for the information in your dropdown list. In this example I wanted my 
output to be the text that was in my dropdown list so I built a string node. With 
intellisense after you put your period after “AstFactory” you will be able to see all of the 
AST nodes you can build. After this node is built I then built the assignment that outputs 
my selected item’s text. 
 

 
PHOTO 7: BUILDING THE NODE OUTPUT 

 
Using Dynamo to Aid in ASCE 7-10 Wind Loading 
If you are planning to interact between RSA and Dynamo I advise that you first open Robot 
before you open Dynamo. If you are using Revit as an interface to Dynamo then you can 
already have Revit opened before you open Robot. Once in you can start creating your wind 
designing masterpiece.  
 
You will find in the class resources folder an Excel document. This document will do the heavy 
lifting for our wind calculations, but I wanted to not have to touch the Excel document and just 
use the Dynamo interface. Due to this I created all my input within Dynamo. I knew my input 
would be typical amongst different buildings so “hardcoding” information in particular cells was 
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no problem. For the building dimensions, I used simple number nodes. Then I used two custom 
nodes I created, the Roof Slope node and the Roof Type node.  
 

 
PHOTO 8: BUILDING INPUT SETUP 

 
Next you want to combine these inputs into a single list that allows you to easily input this into 
Excel with Dynamo’s out of the box write to file function.  
 

 
PHOTO 9: COMBINING BUILDING INPUT INTO ONE LIST 

 
You will do the same thing with the wind data input. For this I used a slider for the wind speed 
velocity. In the slider settings I set a minimum of 60 and a maximum of 250 with a step of 5. I 
used a couple number nodes again for the topographic factor and the wind directionality factor. 
My last two inputs for Excel are two more custom dropdown nodes for exposure category and 
importance factor.  
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I decided to go with custom dropdown nodes for my Excel input because I used if statements 
within Excel that would potentially break if the input was off in any way. Therefore, by setting the 
data beforehand I knew it would not accidentally be mistyped. 
 

 
PHOTO 10: WIND DATA INPUT 

 
From here you should set up your Excel write to file nodes. For any node in Dynamo you can 
easily search for it by right clicking in the graph and type in the search bar. The list will auto 
populate based on what you type and you can scroll through the options to find what you want. 
 

 
PHOTO 11: EXCEL WRITE TO FILE 
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PHOTO 12: DYNAMO SEARCH FEATURE 

 
I left some space between the Building Data Input and the Wind Speed Input to allow for new 
features in the future should they be warranted. The Excel write to file node takes in a file path 
(the path to the Excel file you want to run), the sheet name (the sheet you want to input your 
data on) the start row and start column (both are zero based i.e. cell A1 has a start row of 0 and 
a start column of 0), the data you want to input, and a boolean operator asking if you want to 
overwrite the data on the sheet (this is defaulted to false and I haven’t found a reason to make it 
true. It overwrites the cells that you write to file anyways). There are plenty of packages 
available in Dynamo that offer greater flexibility to interfacing with Excel, but I wanted to make 
this lab as standalone as possible and the out of the box nodes met the needs I had. 
 
Once you have written to Excel the next step is to read from that same file. For this we use the 
out of the box Excel read from file node. One peculiarity with this node is that it takes a file 
rather than a file path like the write to file node. Therefore, you have to convert your file path 
node into a file with the file from path node. The sheet we will get the data from is labeled 
“Dynamo Output”. 
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PHOTO 13: EXCEL READ FROM FILE 

 
Now you have a list of lists. Each sub list is a row in Excel. This is the cleanest way to handle 
Excel data when you get to set where you’re pulling data from in Dynamo, but the list is rather 
lengthy (82 lines to be exact in this example). You never need this whole list at once. It’s full of 
data that doesn’t quite correlate with itself like that. The normal way of getting a particular item 
in a list is the get item at index node, but for this you would need that node as well as an integer 
node of some sort to let it know what index you want. That would make for an extremely 
crowded graph. To minimize this a bit, I used a custom code block with an array “x” at all of its 
indices. While this is a rather long code block, it beats making 164 nodes to get all the 
information in the excel output. You can now get any item at any index you want just by clicking 
on that index. I placed a few watch nodes at locations where the information changed for quick 
reference. 
 

 
PHOTO 14: EXCEL DATA HANDLING 

 
Another quirk of Dynamo-Robot integration (for us Imperial units people) is that Dynamo’s 
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internal units are in SI while I have set my RSA’s default units to ft., therefore, if you give 
Dynamo a number it assumes your number is in SI and when it imports that number to RSA it is 
converted to imperial units. While I was testing the interaction my 5’ beams were magically 
becoming 16.42’ beams. However, Dynamo has a very handy convert between units node, but it 
only converts length, area, and volume. This became the basis of my last custom node, the load 
conversion node. With this node, you can convert an Imperial pressure or line load to Dynamo’s 
internal SI units equivalent to allow Dynamo to convert it back to Imperial units in Robot. 
 
 

 
PHOTO 15: CONVERT LENGTH 

 

 
PHOTO 16: CONVERT PRESSURE 

 
Next is interfacing with Robot. Dynamo doesn’t offer any out of the box interaction with Robot, 
but Autodesk has provided a wonderful package (in beta) that links between Dynamo and 
Robot. This is the structural analysis package available in the package manager. Because this 
is still in beta it doesn’t offer all the functionality that the interaction between Dynamo and Revit 
offers. Most importantly, there is no way currently to access the existing structure in Robot from 
Dynamo. Because of this I decided to build the structure from Dynamo so you have access to all 
the bars, panels, and nodes to allow for the greatest interaction between Dynamo and Robot.  
 
The most compact way to start this off is using design script to create the points you will need. 
For this example, we have 24 nodes to consider and five unique distances to get these points. 
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After creating these nodes, I sat a watch node above the code block so I could quickly reference 
a point when I’m looking for a location. 
 

 
PHOTO 17: POINTS BY DESIGN SCRIPT 

 
Now with these points available, you can start building your structure. I started with the columns. 
Once an analytical bar is made two analytical nodes are automatically made and therefore 
allows you to make your beams with the “analytical bar by analytical node” node. 
 

 
PHOTO 18: COLUMN AND BEAM SETUP 

 
While you’re creating your columns, beams, and nodes it would be a good time to set the 
section and material types of your columns and beams as well as the support conditions of your 
support nodes and your beam release conditions. 
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PHOTO 19: SETTING THE CONDITIONS OF YOUR COLUMNS AND BEAMS 

 
Next up you will want to create some analytical panels. To start this off you should create a list 
of points. Take these points from the design script code block with the 24 other points. It is very 
important to place these points in the list in the order that you want to draw your panel. Once 
you have created a list of four points you can use the “PolyCurve.ByPoints” node to start the 
panel. At this point you will be able to notice in the graph beyond the nodes a rectangle 
appears. If one of the lines happens to go diagonally to the far corner, then you must reorganize 
your list. After your poly curve looks like a square, you need to use the “PolyCurve.Curves” 
node to convert your poly curve to a set of curves and then you can use the 
“AnalyticalPanel.ByCurves” node to create your analytical panel. 
 

 
PHOTO 20: ANALYTICAL PANEL DEVELOPMENT 

 
The next step is creating the load cases. For this example, we will create four load cases: 
• Wind in the positive X 
• Wind in the negative X 
• Wind in the positive Y 
• Wind in the negative Y 
To do this, use the case nature node, case type node, custom text node (for the name of the 
case), and the “LoadCase.ByNatureAndType” node. 
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PHOTO 21: LOAD CASE CREATION 

 
Finally, you can use the uniform surface load by panels node to start creating your load cases. 
Using the Excel data from earlier you will apply the appropriate wind load to the appropriate 
panels. Be careful to note that the loads from the Excel are positive and negative with respect to 
a pressure toward a panel and away from a panel respectively and therefore might need to be 
reversed in Dynamo to apply the pressure in the correct direction with respect to the Robot 
global coordinate system. To stay organized I renamed my load nodes to reflect which panel 
they are associated with. 
 

 
PHOTO 22: LOADING ON AN ANALYTICAL PANEL 

 
Once you repeat this for each of your load cases you should jump over to Robot and right click 
on each of your panels to go into its object properties. A quirk with the Dynamo to Robot 
interface currently is that you don’t get any properties associated with your panels that you’ve 
created. Inside the properties dialog click apply, you don’t have to change anything just applying 
suffices, say yes you want to modify the object, and you will have properties in the property 
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panel again. Now would also be a good time to change your panels to a 1-way panel in the 
direction you want to distribute your load to. 

 

 
PHOTO 23: NO PROPERTIES IN THE PROPERTIES PANEL 

 

 
PHOTO 24: PROPERTIES PANEL DIALOG 
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PHOTO 25: PROPERTIES POPULATE THE PROPERTIES PANEL AGAIN 

 
You are now ready to run your Robot analysis and you have successfully used Dynamo to apply 
ASCE 7-10 wind loading on a structure in RSA. 
 
 
Thank you for showing interest in this lab. I have enjoyed making Dynamo and Robot do things 
they normally don’t do. I hope you have learned something from this lab, and I hope it has 
sparked your curiosity about the potential of Dynamo with Robot, Revit, or any of the other 
programs it already interacts with. Feel free to ask any questions you might have. I will answer 
them to the best of my knowledge. 
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